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Diamonds governance and ‘local’ development in post conflict and peace building in post conflict Sierra Leone Lessons for artisanal and small scale mining in sub Saharan Africa

October 13th, 2019 Diamonds governance and ‘local’ development in post conflict Sierra Leone Lessons for artisanal and small scale mining in sub Saharan Africa Author links open overlay panel Roy Maconachie Show more focusing on the experience of Sierra Leone Two recent governance initiatives in the country’s diamond sector are reviewed

‘Post Conflict Governance in Sierra Leone Kindle edition

October 31st, 2019 Post Conflict Governance in Sierra Leone Kindle edition by Abubakar Hassan Kargbo Download it once and read it on your Kindle device PC phones or tablets Use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading Post Conflict Governance in Sierra Leone

‘chapter v 5 1 post conflict peacebuilding in sierra leone
december 3rd, 2019 5 1 post conflict peacebuilding in sierra leone the sierra leone conflict officially ended in 2002 since then different peacebuilding activities have been embarked upon by the international munity and the state itself the international munity in exercising its responsibility to rebuild the munity set

‘roy Maconachie Sierra Leone

December 15th, 2019 Diamond Mining Governance Initiatives And Post Conflict Development In Sierra Leone Abstract This Paper Critically Examines Some Of The Main Challenges Associated With Facilitating ‘good Governance’ In Small Scale Diamond Mining Munities Focusing On The Experience Of Sierra Leone’

‘Informal Taxation in Post Conflict Sierra Leone Taxpayers

December 15th, 2019 In low income and post conflict countries and particularly in rural areas citizens often pay a range of ‘taxes’ that differ substantially from statutory policies. These ‘informal taxes’ paid to a variety of state and non-state actors are frequently overlooked in analyses of local systems of taxation. This is problematic as it leads

‘The New Humanitarian Liberia And Sierra Leone Different

December 26th, 2019 This Suggests That Retributive Justice Is Not The Be All And End All To Post War Recovery Neither Sierra Leone Nor Liberia Has Seen A Resumption Of Conflict Since Their Wars Ended But Both Continue To Suffer From High Poverty Levels That Can Kill People And Ruin Lives In Other Ways – Factors Pounded Experts Say By The Failure To Fully’

‘Examining Gender Inequality in the Post Conflict

December 12th, 2019 In conclusion the steps taken in post war Sierra Leone to improve issues of gender inequality as part of a larger global peacebuilding agenda failed to address ingrained patriarchal practices in the social political and cultural traditions outlined in the nation’s Constitution

‘diamonds governance and ‘local’ development in post
december 14th, 2019 moving beyond debates on the ‘resource curse’ hypothesis and ‘greed vs grievance’ thesis this paper critically examines some of the main challenges in promoting ‘good governance’ in artisanal and small scale mining munities in sub saharan africa focusing on the case of sierra leone s post conflict diamond economy

‘environmental sustainability in post conflict countries
december 22nd, 2019 post conflict countries pcc the challenges of restoring governance in crisis and post conflict societies united nations department of economic and social affairs and united nations development programme un ny sierra leone from post conflict to environmentally sustainable development

‘post conflict development in libera – accord
december 15th, 2019 the success of sierra leone’s post conflict reconstruction has shown that where there is the support of the international munity a lot of progress can be achieved sierra leone received much international support and the role played by britain its former colonial master during and after the war was tremendous’

‘The Nexus Between Conflict and Democratic Good Governance

December 25th, 2019 The Nexus Between Conflict and Democratic Good Governance is a conference paper presented by Magistrate Abou Bhakarr M Binneh Kamara as part of the National Consultative Conference of the National mission for Democracy in Sierra Leone hosted at the Sierra Leone Bank plex from Wednesday March 20 to Friday March 22 2013

‘Sierra Leone Conflict and peace Peace Insight

December 24th, 2019 These were largely considered a successful test of the post conflict political recovery in Sierra Leone However Sierra Leone remains one of the world’s poorest countries Youth unemployment is rampant in the country and because this is seen as a key contributing factor to the start of the war it remains a concern

‘November 19th, 2019 T1 Diamond mining governance initiatives and post conflict development in Sierra Leone AU Maconachie R PY 2008 7 Y1 2008 7 N2 This paper critically examines some of the main challenges associated with facilitating ‘good governance’ in small scale diamond mining munities focusing on the experience of Sierra Leone

‘Sierra Leone A Post Conflict Success Story RUSI

May 21st, 2013 The recurrence of conflict after the signing of peace agreements has been a cause for concern in the region which
makes the perceived success of Sierra Leone post conflict a model of achievement In 2012 the World Bank named Sierra Leone one of the world’s top reformers using its Doing Business index. Fighting Corruption In Post Conflict Amp Recovery Situations November 13th, 2015 Based On Empirical Research In 5 Countries Afghanistan Democratic Republic Of Congo DRC Iraq Sierra Leone And Timor Leste The Fighting Corruption In Post Conflict And Recovery Situations Learning From The Past Report Explores The Dynamics Between Corruption And Post Conflict Situations And Looks At The Effectiveness Of Anti-

Fighting Corruption In Post Conflict Amp Recovery Situations

December 14th, 2019 The case of Sierra Leone provides a multitude of lessons for the international community on priorities of reconstruction and the need to make theory bee reality Curbing corruption and promoting justice Post conflict societies rarely experience a clean break from the past particularly in the elite realm of governance. Post Conflict Governance In Sierra Leone By Abubakar

November 20th, 2019 This Book Contains Ten Chapters And Constitutes An Attempt To Discuss Some Of The Key Areas Of Governance In The Country This Text Posts Three Main Arguments First That Promoting Democratic Good Governance In Sierra Leone Is An Imperative That Should Be Embarked Upon By Any Government If It Is REMOVE OR REFORM A CASE FOR RESTRUCTURING CHIEFDOM

OCTOBER 8TH, 2019 THE INTRODUCTION OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT AS A POST CONFLICT RESPONSE TO BRIDGING THE HISTORICAL GAP OF A CENTRALLY GOVERNED COUNTRY THAT HAD PROVIDED LITTLE NATIONWIDE REPRESENTATION AND WAS ONLY MARGINALLY ACCOUNTABLE TO ITS RURAL POPULATION HAS ALLOWED FOR A RETHINKING OF CHIEFDOM GOVERNANCE IN SIERRA LEONE

The Co governance of Fisheries in Post conflict Sierra

December 5th, 2019 In this contribution we examine whether current governance mechanisms for sustaining the fisheries resources are better now than they were prior to the civil conflict of the 1990s in Sierra Leone and if they are not what policy instruments could contribute to improving governance

CIVIL SOCIETY AND POST CONFLICT LIBERIA AND SIERRA LEONE

December 14th, 2019 Introduction The brutal civil wars which plagued both Liberia 1989 2003 and Sierra Leone 1991 2002 for more than a decade paved the way for the two countries to be globally recognised as post conflict societies in dire need of multi sectoral peacebuilding measures
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